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PREFACE 
Recognition of the growing importance of consumer 
marketing prompted the research which lead to this first A.E.R.U. 
Research Report in the field of consumer surveys. We anticipate 
that other similar studies will follow, dealing with various 
agricultural and horticultural products. 
The objective of the present research was to present information 
on patterns of consumer purchase and consumption habits for various 
classes of wine. The results presented are perhaps particularly 
timely since the Wine Institute of New Zealand now provides an 
opportunity to co-ordinate such information and disseminate it through 
the industry. 
A seminar held at Lincoln College for the Wine Industry in 
November 1976 resulted in the conception by Michael Mellon of the 
survey presented in this report; the survey team was headed by 
Rod Brodie. 
Prof. J.B. Dent 
Director, A.E.R.U. 
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SUMMARY 
An interview survey was conducted among 356 randomly selected 
Christchurch households during August 1976$ The objective of the 
study was to obtain information about wine consumption and purchasing 
patterns and attitudes towards wine useo The survey results can be . 
summarised as follows: 
CONSUMPTION OF WINE AT HOME 
Wine was used by 76 percent of the households interviewed, 
with 74 percent using beer and 63 percent using spirits. However 
beer was consumed more frequently than wine in a larger proportion of 
households. 
For households using wine, 74 percent used sherry,· 71 percent 
used sparkling wine and 63 percent used still table wine. Small numbers 
used other types of wine. 
For those using sherry, 53 percent served it at least once a week. 
For still table wine drinkers there were fewer regular users, with 
30 percent servfng it at least once a week while only 8 percent of those 
using sparkling wine served it at least once a week. 
For still table wine, there was a greater proportion of regular 
users for households where the 'breadwinner' had a professional and 
managerial occupation or was in a younger age group$ However the study 
did not reveal a clear occupation or age stratification for use of 
sparkling wine or sherry. 
The decision when to serve still table wine was shared between 
the husband and wife. For sparkling wine the husband made the decision 
in a larger proportion of households, while for sherry the wife had 
greater involvement. 
The survey confirmed most households served sherry before meals, 
and still and sparkling wines during meals. The second most frequent 
time was during the evening socially, particularly for sparkling wine 
and sherry. 
1 • 
For still table wine there was a taste preference for medium·· 
dry or drY9 especially for frequent users, while for sparkling wine 
and sherry the taste preference was significantly sweeter. 
CONSUMPTION OF WINE OUTSIDE THE HOME 
A different pattern emerged for use of wine outside the home. 
Of those households using wine, 72 percent consumed sparkling wine j 
68 percent still table wine t and only 56 percent consumed sherry. 
The most frequent situations for having still table wine were 
at a restaurant or a friend's house, with a similar pattern for 
sparkling wine with the addition of celebrations. Sherry was almost 
only consumed at a friendvs house. 
Although the majority of the respondents agreed that wine should 
be available at hotel bars j very few had consumed it at that source. 
Similarly, more respondents agreed that wine should be available in 
addition to beer and spirits than had actually consumed it at social 
occasions. 
NON-WINE DRINKERS 
Half of the 26 percent of households that were non-wine 
drinkers did not use alcoholic beverages. A variety of other reasons 
were given for not using wine, the most frequent being they did not 
like the taste. 
There was also a large variation in·attitudes towards wine 
drinkers and drinking of wine. However, despite being non-wine 
drinkers~ over half agreed that if beer and spirits were to be 
available on social occasions, so should wine. 
PURCHASING"WINE 
The decision to buy wine was more often the husband's. This 
involvement became more apparent when it came to the actual purchasinge 
Wholesalers and wine shops were the most frequent outlets used. 
The main reason given for using a wholesaler was that it was cheaper g while 
convenience and closeness to home were the main reasons given for using a 
wine shop., 
A greater proportion of !medium' and °heavyu users of still 
table wine used wholesalers with 'light' users using the wine shops 
There was no similar pattern for purchases of sparkling wine and 
sherry" 
Eighty-five percent of those households that purchased still 
or sparkling table wine could recall at least one New Zealand wine 
bottler's name. Thirty-three percent recalled three or more~ the 
greater proportion of these being 'heavy! users of table wine. 
Even the majority of the 'medium' and 'heavy' users of all types 
of wine purchased one or two bottles at a time rather than larger 
quantitieso 
The average quantity of still table wine purchased for use at home 
per adult in the last year, in the Christchurch urban area was 
estimated to be 4~4 litresQ For sparkling wine it was estimated to be 
2.4 litres and for sherry 401 litres? giving a total of 10 0 9 litres 
per adult. Adjusted to include all ages this represents 7~4 litres 
which compares with the 1975/76 national £onsumptio~ figure (at home 
and outside home) of 8~8 litres per capitao 
Of those purchasing still table wine half the quantity was 
purchased by 10 percent of the householdso For sparkling wine half 
the quantity was purchased by 13 percent of the households and for 
sherry half was purchased by 11 percent of the households~ 
Imported table wine was purchased by 45 percent of those households 
buying still or sparkling table wineQ The most frequent reason given 
for purchasing an imported rather than a New Zealand table .. line was 
quality. 
The tendency to purchase imported table wine was more predominant 
when the 'breadwinner' had a professional and managerial occupation or 
was in a younger age group. 

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Pur~os~ of tbe Study 
Since 1960 there has been a rapid increase in the consumption 
of wine in New Zealand. The 1976 per capita figu~e of 8.8 litres 
represents nearly a three fold increase in per capita consumption over 
the last decade. (Table 1) 
TABLE 1 
Estimated Annual Consumption of Wine in 
New Zealand 
Year ending 
30 June 
1960 
1966 . 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
. 1974 
1975 
1976 
Total 
million litres 
2.0 
8.6 
10.0 
11.5 
13.6 
15.9 
19.6 
22.1 
25.6 
27.5 
26.3 
27.5 
Per Capita 
litres 
1.6 
3.2 
3.7 
4.2 
4.9 
5.6 
6.8 
7.6 
8·7 
9.1 
8.5 
8.8 
Source: Dept. of Statistics Monthly Abstract JULY 1977 p.4. 
See Appendix VII for consumption of beer and spirits. 
6. 
Accompanying this increase in consumption has been a greater 
increase in the production of New Zealand wine, there being a 'four 
fold increase in the decade prior to 1975. (Table 2) 
TABLE 2 
a Annual Production of New Zealand Wine 
Year ending Table \n/ine Fortified Wine 30 June 
million litres 
1960 0.6 3.6 
1966 202 6.7 
1967 3.0 7 .. 5 
1968 4.2 9 .. 7 
1969 5.2 11" 6 
1970 6.,1 13 .. 4 
1971 8 .. 5 15 .. 6 
1972 10 .. 9 13 .. 7 
1973 17.2 16 .. 4 
1974 15.7 15 .. 2 
1975b 13 .. 4 11.3 
1976b 13.8 12 .. 8 
~igures are for new wine put down during the 
season. 
Total 
4 .. 2 
8 .. 9 
10.5· 
13 .. 9 
16.8 
19 .. 5 
24 .. 1 
24.6 
33 .. 6 
33 .. 8 
24 .. 7 
25.6, 
bFrom 1974/75 a revised approach was adopted for the 
census of licensed 'wine makers which makes the 1974/75 
and 1975/76 figures not directly comparable with 
earlier years .. 
Source: Dept .. of Statistics Annual N~Ze Production Statistics 
One of the problems this rapidly expanding industry faces is the 
lack of detailed and up to date statistics about the consumers of wine 
in New Zealand. Also lacking i irrespective of the availability of 
statistics~ is the extent to which the consumption of wine is becoming 
accepted as part of a way of life .. 
With the agreement of the recently formed Wine Institute of 
New Zealand~ the Agricultural Economics and Marketing Department 
at Lincoln College carried out a consumer survey of Christchurch 
households~ The brief was: 
U To personally interview a random sample of 300 Christchurch 
households in order to examine: 
(a) Consumption and purchasing patterns for wine 
(b) Attitudes towards the acceptance of wine as 
'part of a way of life; 0 n 
1.2 Research Procedure 
The quest~onnaireQ Draft questionnaires were drawn up, and after 
pilot testing with Christchurch households the format of the final 
questionnaire was determined. 
It was divided into seven parts 9 each designed, wherever possible 9 
to separate information for the three main product types - still table 
wine, sparkling wine and sherry~ 
The question groupings in each part were as follows: 
Part 1: Whether the household used alcoholic beverages, the types 
used and type used most often; if the household purchased 
wine~ identification of the decision maker who usually 
decided what wine to buy, who made the purchases~ .where and 
why; the types of wine usedo 
Part 2: The quantities purchased and frequency of purchasing wine 
for the household; the household taste preferences for 
wine; a 'pantry check' for supplies of wine in the house .. 
Part 3: Respondents' awareness of brands of New Zealand wine; if 
they purchased imported wines~ the types purchased and why 
they chose imported wine in preference to New Zealand wine .. 
8. 
Part 4: Occasions when wine was consumed at home; the person in 
the household who usually decided when to serve wine; whether 
wine was used for cooking; if the household did not use still 
table wine 9 sparkling wine or sherry, th~ reasons why. , 
Part 5~ Respondents' use and attitudes to the use of wine on 
occasions outside the home. 
Part 6: Why non-wine drinking households did not· use wine; non-wine 
drinkers' attitudes about wine drinkers 'and drinking wine. 
Part 7: Household socio-economic characteristics. 
A copy of the questionnaire is included as Appendix I. 
The sample. The population was defined as Christchurch 
households~ 
A two stage sampling procedure was usedo First, 23 of 
Christchurch's. 46 suburbs were selected which would be convenient to 
interview, yet ensuring that a representative socio-economic cross-
section of areas were included.1 Then for each of these suburbs an 
address was randomly selected to act as a starting point for each of 
the interviewers. From each of these starting points 9 the interviewers 
approached every second house in the street until they had completed 
15 interviews~ This gave a planned sample size of 345 households. 
The achieved sample was 356 households as some of the 
interviewers included additional households. (For details about the 
achieved sample see Appendix II.) 
The interviews. The majority of the interviews were carried out 
on Saturday 14th August 1976, during the morning and early afternoon. 
Interviews were conducted with adults, and for households using wine, 
with the person who usually decided what wine to buy or made the purchase~ 
1 Real estate values were used to assess the socio-economic 
'level' of the suburb. 
The team of interviewers was made up of 21 senior students and 
two staff members. Because of little previous experience in 
conducting household interviews a training session was held. 
Interviewing experience was also obtained with pilot testing among 
Christchurch households. The work of each interviewer was checked 
using telephone callbacks and, where necessary, house callbackso The 
standa~d of response was good except for two instances where the 
interviews were either repeated or omitted from the final data. 
The analysis. The data collected were edited and coded for 
computer analysis. Responses were tabulated, and estimates derived of 
the quantities of still table wine, sparkling wine and sherry 
purchased per year by households and the number of brand names 
respondents recalled~ The analysis involved examining the marginal 
frequencies and cross tabulations between variablesc Chi square tests 
were used to examine whether there were statistically significant 
relationships between variablese 2 
1~3 C~~racteristics of the Sampl~ 
A comparison between the occupations of all the adults in the 
survey sample, and the 1971 Census figures for the Christchurch Urban 
Area, revealed the survey sample had a larger proportion of full-time 
workers with professional and managerial occupations and a smaller 
proportion ~f tradesmen and labourers (Table 3).3, 4 
2The 90 percent confidence level was used to test the various 
hypotheses about relationships between variables. 
3An adult was defined as a person over 18 years old. 
4The~e are no published census figures for the specific 
occupation of the head of the household in the Christchurch 
Urban Area; however census figures were a¥ailable for 
occupations of adults. 
10. 
TABLE 3 
Occupations of Adults 
Occupation 
Professional and Managerial 
Clerica19 Sales & Services 
Tradesmen and Labourers 
Other and Retired 
Survey 
Sample 
% 
16,,7 
24",5 
18 .. 9 
38,,2 
100,,0 
1971 Census 
Christchurch 
Urban Area 
% 
10 .. 9 
24,,8 
27.,7 
3606 
100",0 
Source: Dept~ of Statisticsc 1971 New Zealand Census of 
the Population and Dwellings 
However the distribution of the ages of the head of the 
household 9 and the number of people in the households for the survey 
sample were similar to the 1971 Census figures for New Zealand" 
(Tables 4~ 5)5 
TABLE 4 
Age of Head of the Household 
Age Survey 1'971 Census Sample New Zealand 
% % 
Less than 25 years 9.7 6 .. 7 
25 - 34 years 21 .. 4 20 .. 6 
35 - 49 years 3307 29",3 
50 - 64 years 19,,7 25 .. 6 
Older than 64 years 15,,4 17 .. 7 
100,,0 100",0 
Source: Dept of Statistics" 1971 New Zealand Census of 
Population and Dw~llings 
5There are no published census figures of age of the head of 
the household or number of people in the household for the 
Christchurch urban area - hence the national figures were 
used .. 
TABLE 5 
Number of People Living in the House 
Persons 
1 or 2 
3 or 4 
5 or more 
Survey 
Sample 
% 
40 .. 6 
36 .. 6 
22 .. 8 
100.0 
1971 Census 
New Zealand 
% 
40 .. 5 
33 .. 6 
25 .. 9 
100.0 
Source: Dept-. of Statistics. 1971 New Zealand Census 
of Population and Dwellings 
11 .. 

CHAPTER 2 
HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION PATTERNS 
2.1 Alcoholic Beverages 
Households using beer, spirits and wine. The majority of the 
356 Christchurch households interviewed indicated that they used 
alcoholic beverages with larger proportions using beer and wine 
than spirits. However beer was used 'most often' by more households 
than wine. (Figur~ 1) 
% of All. 
House1i'O'r ds 
FIGURE 1 
Consumption of Alcoholic Beverages at Home 
Alcoholic 
Beverages 
63% 
Spirits 
o Used in last 12 months 
IZI Used 'Most Often' 
Number of Respondents = 356 
13. 
74% 
Beer 
76% 
Wine 
14. 
The majority of households that drank wine g drank ·other 
alcoholic beverages as well g with only six percent drinking it 
exclusivelyg (Table 6) 
TABLE 6 
Households Using Different Types of 
Alcoholic Beverages 
Beverage 
Spirits Only 
Beer Only 
Wine Only 
Spirits and Beer 
Spirits and Wine 
Beer and Wine 
Spirits~ Beer and Wine 
b Number of Respondents 
Used in the 
Last 12 Months 
1 
7 
6 
5 
8 
16 
~ 
100 
310 
~he percentages are of those households using 
alcoholic beverages in the last twelve months. 
For some tables the percentages may not add to 
100 because of rounding errorsm 
b'The number of respondents' only includes the number 
of valid responses to the particular question(s). 
For some questions there were a few invalid 
responses where a response was not accurately 
recorded. This may have occurred because the 
respondent refused or was unable to answer the 
question9 or because of an interviewer error~ 
Occupational and age c~cteristics of households using 
alcoholic beverages. Greater proportions of households in 
the professional and managerial and clerical, sales and service 
gr.oups used alcoholic beverages. (Table 7) 
User 
Non User 
Number of 
Respondents 
TABLE 7 
Households Using Alcoholic Beverages 
by Occupational Groupsa 
Professional 
and 
Managerial 
% 
94 
6 
100 
94 
Clerical 
Sales and 
Service 
% 
94 
6 
100 
83 
"h' 
Tradesmen 
and 
Labourers 
'a;' 
% 
82 
18 
100 
96 
Other 
and 
Retired 
% 
77 
22-
100 
75 
aHouseholds were classified by occupation by using the 
occupation of the head of the household. 
15., 
Similar proportions of households used alcoholic beverages for 
the different age groups, except for the over 64 age group which had 
a smaller proportion of users. (Table 8) 
TABLE 8 
Households Using Alcoholic Beverages 
by Age Groupsa 
~:.-='-==--'====-=---====================--=-=-=-.=.~=--=.========== 
User 
Non User 
Number ()1' 
Younger than 
25 Years 
9'1 
._.2 
100 
Hespo:1c1cr.t:::> ;;4 
25-34 
Years 
92 
8 
'100 
75 
35-49 
Years 
90 
""._9.. 
100 
'1 '/ a 
50-64 
Years 
87 
--12 
100 
69 
Older than 
(;4 Years 
'(0 
.30 
100 
~;·4 
__ ~ ____ """"''''''''''_· __ ·_,·*·~~~ ... ·~or ...... • ,'-.... _"". ___ ... .,..~_ . .:..0,. ~.u .• _~_.,:._ .•.. "<· ........... , ...... _.,.._ ... _c-""''''_.' .... __ .'''A''''' -..""."" .. ...., ....... , .... _-.... __ ,.. ,. __ 
.. _....- ..... __ _ ._._ ..... '""~ __ •• _~._ • ..._,.~ _ _ _ o.J __ ,_._, _ _ ~•• ~ •• " ..... ,"- •• _' ....... _.,...."'" •• .,.....* ",., .. ~ ..• ~ ..... "_.",_, __ ,,,_. 
ai,r.h~ ag>;:1 classification was based em t:le I:!.ge of the person 
..,lIla dec:i6.ed a.~1d/or purchased the wine for the household 
(i.e .. th(~ :;:crson in.terviewed) .. 
16. 
Occupational and a~e characteristics of households using 
spirits, beer and wine. A greater proportion of households 
in the professional and managerial group had used wine in the last 
12 months, while for spirits, there were greater proportions in the 
profe~sional and managerial and clerical, sales and service groupse 
Similar proportions of households used beer, except for the 
retired group. (Table 9Ca)) 
For the beverages which were ~sed 'most often', greater 
proportions of households in the professional and managerial category 
used wine, with greater proportions in the clerical, sales and 
~ervice and tradesmen and labourer groups using beer. Larger 
proportions of households in the professional and managerial and 
tradesmen and labourer groups used spirits .. (Table,9(b)) 
TAB;LE 9 
Households Usi,ng Spirits, Beer 
and Wine by Occupational Groups 
Professional 
and 
Managerial 
Clerical 
Sales and 
Service 
Tradesmen 
and 
Labourers 
(a) Used in the last 12 months 
% % % 
Spirits 84 78 70 
Beer 88 90 90 
Wine 100 86 80 
Number of 88 Respondents 78 79 
(b) Used 'Most Often' 
% % % 
Spirits 30 17 28 
Beer 44 62 74 
\vine 53 39 21 
Number of 88 Respondents 77 76 
Other 
and 
Retired 
% 
59 
69 
86 
58 
% 
22 
43 
50 
58 
Note: The percentages shown are of those households using alcoholic 
beverages. Because of invalid responses the number of 
respondents forCb) Used 'Most Often' is slightly less. 
The largest proportions of users of spirits in the last 12 
months were in the 25 to l{'9 yefJ:r age group, while for beer there were 
similar proportions in the younger age groups, and smaller proportions 
in the older age groups. The largest proportion of users of wine 
was in the 35-L~9 year group.. C~lable 1 OCa)) 
For beverages that were used 'most often', there were similar 
proportions of households in the different age groups serving 
spirits, except for the younger-than 25 year group. However~ in 
contrast to those serving spirits, greater proportions of younger 
households served beer, and apart from the over 64 ye'ar group who 
were predominantly sherry drinkers, a greater proportion of younger 
households drank wine .. (Table .10Cb)) -
TABLE 10 
Households Using Spirits, Beer 
and Wine by Age ,Groups 
~ ...... ;;;;_;;;:;-=-""'--_=-:::::::<=1 ==: ;;::::==_=_=-:::::,.=.::::::-:::="":::'=============== 
Younger than 
. 25 Years 
25-34 35-49 5'0..64 
Years Years Years 
Older than 
64 Years 
(a) UseiL~L~a6t 12 mor-ths 
----,~ % -- ;6 96 % % 
Spirits 71 83 77 68 52 
Beer 87 89 91 78 71 
vline 77 87 95 85 84 
Number of 3'1 69 107 60 38 Hespo~ldents 
(b) Used 'Host gf~te£_' 
-----_. ---_.------.,-----70 r- % % % 
Spirits 
Beer 
Wine 
Number of 
Respondents 
13 
67 
37 
30 
25 24 
61 55 
45 43 
69 105 
27 29 , . 
58 42 
29 48 
59 38 
=-= .. =, ===='. -.:::::::-=:...:-=. ================ 
Note: The percentages shown are of those households using 
~coh~1~2 beverages~ Because of invalid responses the 
number of respondents for (b) Used 'Most Often l is slightly 
less .. 
18. 
2.2 Different Types of Wine 
U8e of different types of wine at home. Of those households 
u8ing wine, 8parkling wine and sherry were used by larger numbers 
of households than tho8e u~ing still table wine. Only a small 
proportion of households (18 percent) u8ed port, muscatel and 
madeira and even le~s other types of wine (vermouth, aperitifs etc.) 
(Figure 2) 
% of Tho.e 
Hou.eholdt> 
U8ing Wine 
FIGURE 2 
Wine Consumption at Home 
71?b 74;~ r--
r--
53~6 
r---
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Table Table ling 
Wine IrJine toJine 
Number of Respondents 
18% 
-
10% 
n 
Port Other 
Huscatel Type~ 
Hadeira 
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Occupational and age characteristics. The largest proportion 
of households using still white and red table wines were in the 
profe~sional and managerial group. In the other occupational groups, 
there were significantly smaller proportions of users of still red 
table wine compared with users of still white table wine. For 
sparkling wine and sherry t4ere were similar proportions of users 
in the different groups except for the,'other and retired '0 For port, 
muscatel, madeira and other types of wine the largest proportion 
of users were in the professional and managerial groupe (Table 11) 
'l'ABLE 11 
Households Using Different Types of 
Wine by Occupational Groups 
:e=' .. iii '=; 4--P--=== .,...,.mm 
Professional Clerical Tradesmen Other 
Type of ~line and Sales & and and 
Managerial Service· Labourers Retired 
% % % 01 70 
1t/hi te Still Table 67 52 50 33 Wine 
Red Still Table 69 36 30 29 1tline 
Sparkling Wine 72 74 72 38 
Sherry 67 68 64 85 
Forti Muscatels 26 19 16 10 Madeira 
Other Types of 21 12 6 4 Wine 
Number of 
Respondents 88 66 64 48 
---
Note: The percentages shown are of those households using ~ 
in the last 12 months. 
20., 
The 25 to 64 year age group had the largest proportion of 
households using still white table wine 9 while the largest 
proportion of households using still red wine were in the less 
than 50 year old group and the less than 35 year old group for 
sparkling wine~ In contrast 9 the proportions of households using 
sherry increased with age with 90 percent of those in the older than 
64 year group using sherrY$ (Table 12) 
TABLE 12 
Households Using Different 
Types of Wine by Age Groups 
Type of Wine Younger than 25=34 35=49 50=64 Older than 25 Years Years Years Years 64 Years 
% ~% % % % 
White Still 
Table Wine 
44 56 58 58 29 
Red Still 46 Table Wine 57 46 33 29 
Sparkling Wine 78 77 68 65 32 
Sherry 33 61 74 77 90 
Port 9 Muscatel 9 17 24 17 16 Madeira 
Other Types 9 20 12 10 3 of Wine 
Number of 24 61 98 52 31 Respondents 
.... ___ • NOlO 
Note: The percentages shown are of those households using wine 
used in the last 12 months~ 
21 .. 
2.",3 Horne Consumption 
Qgcasions when wine is served., Table wil;Le' was mainly 
consumed during meal timel:!, with fewer households serving:it 
before or after meals orin the' evening socially.. For sparkling 
wine a smaller proportion served it during meals, with larger 
proportions serving it in the evening socially" The main times 
for serving sherry were before meals and in the evening socially. 
(Table 13) 
TABLE 13 
Occasions When Wine is Consumed at Home 
Still Table Sparkling Sherry Wine Wine 
% % % 
Before Meals 11 7 60 
During Meals 82 '70 6 
After Meals 10 8 13, 
Daytime Socially 2 3 9' 
Evening Socially 27 32 44 
Number of Reupondents 176 190 198 
Note: The percentages shown are of households using the 
12articular t~:ee of wine. 
22. 
Frequ~~el or . consumi,n~ wine" The majori ty( 6,? percent) of 
those hous~bQlds ~erving ~herry served it at lea~t onoe a fortnight, 
com:pared with 39 p~rcent serving ~till table wine and only 
17 percent se~v~ng ~park1ing wine. (Table 14) 
~AB~E 14 
Frequency of Household~ Con~qming Still 
Ta~le Wine, Sparkling Wine ~d $herry 
. I ; , 1>.' .: , :; ,! i 
Still Tabl. S:pa;l'kling Sherry Wine Wine 
i %1 I . , 1 .&.2 i % lQ 
More tban Qn9' a Week 17 2 35 
1 - 2 Week", 2~ 15 30 
3 - 4 Weeks 23 18 12 
6 Weeks to 3 Nontbs 23 '1 12 
Longer tban 3 Months 15 34 11 
Number of Respondents 176 190 198 
I . .1 
Note: Tbe percentages ~bown are of households using the 
l'articu!ar t;Yl'e of wine. 
I. 
The decision when wine will be served. For 38 percent of 
those households using still table wine the.decisionwas made 
jointly bet.veen the husband and w;i.fe, with, the. husband or the 
23 .. 
wife by themselves being involved less frequently. Incontrast 
the husband had greater involvement in the decision to serve 
sparkling wine and the wife greater involvement for the serving of 
sherry.. For a small number of househo,lds grown up children were 
involved 9 while for another small proportion respondents said 
the arrival of guests with wine would automatica+ly prompt its 
serving. (Table 15) 
TABLE 15 
Person Who Decides When Wine Will Ee Served 
Decision-maker 
Husband 
Wife 
Husband and t'life 
Othera 
Number of Respondents 
.. - a-
Still Table 
Wine 
% 
24 
20 
38 
...12. 
100 
176 
Sparkling Sherry 
vline 
% % 
29 23 
20 37 
34 31 
16 
---2 
10P 100 
190 198 
a, Other' includes the situations "Ihcire there was a 
single male or'female or a group of younger people 
flatting together. 
Note~ The consumption decisions should be compared with the 
purchasing decision covered in Section 3.1. 
Use of wine for cooking. Sixty-tv/o percent of households 
using still table wine had used it for cooking, while 57 percent 
of households using sherry had used sherry for cooking. 
24. 
2.4 Consumption Outs=i;~e the Home 
Respondent,sconsum:Lng wip.e. Similar proportions of respondents 
indicated they consumed still tabl~ wine ~d sparkling wine outside 
their home with a smaller proportion cons~ming sherfy.(Figure 3) 
% of ThC)se 
Hou~eholds 
. Using. Wine 
--
FIGURE 3 
Wine Consu~ption Outsid~ the ~ome 
68% 7296 r--
r--
Still Table Sparkling 
Wine Wine 
Number of Respondents = 272 
· 6 
~tuat~9_~s ~here wine is cOEsumedo The main situations for 
consuming still table wine were at restaurants and socially at a 
friend's house, with smaller proportions of respondents consuming 
it at celebrations 9 parties~ and receptions, Compared to still 
table wine, smaller proportions of respondents consumed sparkling 
wine at restaurants and larger proportions at celebrations. The 
only situation when large proportions of respondents consumed 
sherry was socially at a friend's house. Only a small proportion 
of respondents had consumed any type of wine at a hotel bar. 
(Table 16) 
TABLE 16 
Where Wine is Consumed Outside the Home 
---,"'-' _ ... __ . _ ... 
-. 
--
--.... -",_ .... 
---_ ...... _.-
Situations Where Still Table Sparkling Sherry liine Consumed 1:line \:Tine 
--.~---....... .,-...... , % ·'07 10 96 
Hotel Bar 3 3 4 
Restaurants 49 41 9 
Friend's Home 42 37 47 
Celebrations 22 35 9 
Parties 19 19 7 
Receptions 18 25 7 
Number of Respondents 186 195 152 
_..... ._ .... -
... _- .. ---
Note: The percentages are of those households consuming 
the l2.articular t:z.pe .of wine outside the home .. 
6 For further elaboration see Section 4e1 
'vJine Drinkers I A tti tudes Towards Drinking \vine 
Outside the Homel~ 
26. 
2.5 Household Taste Preferences 
Larger proportions of households using still table wine 
preferred medium-dry or dry, as compared with the taste 
preference of households using sparkling wine and sherry (Table 17). 
TABLE 17 
Taste Preference for Still Table Wine, 
Sparkling Wine and Sherry 
Taste Preference 
Sweet 
Medium Dry 
Dry 
Undecided 
Number of Respondents 
Still Table 
Wine 
% 
19 
54 
23 
4 
100 
176 
Sparkling 
Wine 
% 
34 
48 
14 
---2 
100 
190 
Sherry 
% 
38 
Its 
12 
1 
100 
198 
For still table wine a larger proportion of households in 
the professional and managerial group preferred dry wine. In 
the tradesman and labourer, and other and retired groups, larger 
proportions preferred sweet wine. (Table 18) 
TABLE 18 
Taste Preference for Still Table Wine 
by Occupational Groups 
Taste Professional Clerical Tradesmen Other 
Preference and Sales & and and Managerial Service Labourers Retired 
% % % % 
Sweet 15 16 25 25 
Medium Dry 51 51 65 55 
Dry 31 23 10 15 
Undecided 
....2 .......2. 0 --2. 
100 100 100 100 
Number of 
Respondents 67 43 40 20 
Also slightly larger proportions of households in the 
25 to 49 year age groups preferred dry still table wine 
compared with the other age groups~ (Table 19) 
TABLE 19 
Taste Preferences for Still Table Wine 
by Age Groups 
Taste Younger than 25-34 35-49 50-64 Older than 
Preference 25 Years Years Years Years 64 Years 
% % % % % 
Sweet 18 14 23 10 39 
Medium Dry 59 57 51 62 46 
Dry 18 25 25 17 15 
Undecided 6 
-2 2 ....1Q 0 
100 100 100 100 100 
Number of 17 44 67 29 13 Respondents 
Unlike still. table winell there were no clear 
rklationshipsbetween occupationa1 and age characteristics 
and taste preferences for sparkling wine and sherry~ (See 
Appendix IV) 
27. 

CHAPTER 3 
HOUSEHOLD PURCHASING PATTERNS 
3.1 Purchasing Wine 
The decision to purchase wine and the person who usually 
ma.kes the purchaRe. :Cor most households the' pors::m who 
decided which wine to purcha~e waR aither the ~u6band, t~e 
wife, or the husband and wife toget~er, with the husband beine 
involved in the decision for a greater proportion of households. 
This involvement of the husband incr~ased when it came to 
actually purchasing the wine. In a few cases nobody in the 
household purchased wine and the only wine that was consumed 
were gifts from friends (Figure 4). 
}; of those 
Households 
Using Wine 
FIGURE 4 
Wine Purchasers and 
Wine Purchase Decision Mak~rs 
567-& 
Husband Wife 
2 % 
Husband 
& Wife 
Other 
n Person in Household who Decid'es 
~ Person in Household who Makes the Purchases 
Number of Respondents = 272 
Retail outlets used. The two mai~ retail outlets used by 
households to purchase wine were wholesalers (45~) and wine 
shops (4070 with a smaller proportion of households using the. 
hotel bottle store (26%). In 10 percent of the cases more 
t~an one outlet was used with 8 percent of tho~e using whole-
salers also using wine shops. 
29. 
30. 
The main reason given for using"'holesal~rs was that they 
were cheaper, although a smaller proportion of resPQndents said 
that it was convenient to make their purchases there. For 
households that usually made their purchases at wine shops or 
hotei bottle stores the main reasons given were convenience, or 
that it was handy to home. Also a number of respondents using 
these outlets said they used them because they considered them 
to be cheaper. The selection of wine available or the standard 
of service were not given as reasons by many households, except 
for those households using wine shops. (Table 20) 
TABLE 20 
Reasons for Using Different Retail Outlets 
Reason Wholesaler . Wine Shop 
• • • • • • 
%a 
• 
Cheaper 63 8 
Convenient 23 36 
Handy to Home 6 25 
Selection Better 1 2 
Serv:i.ce Better 7 11 
Other 3 4 
Number of .. Respondents 123 108 Using Outlet 
~ercentages do not sum to 100 because some 
respondents gave more than one reason. 
• 
Hotel 
Bottle Store 
• • 
16 
46 
27 
0 
1 
7 
70 
All three outlets were used by the husband and wife. 
However the wholesaler was used more often by the husband and 
the wife used the wine shop more often. (Table 21) 
Outlet 
Wholesaler 
Wine Shop 
Bottle Store 
Number of 
Respondents 
TABLE 21 
Retail Outlet Used by Person 
Who Usually Makes the Purchase 
Husband 
48 
37 
24 
150 
Wife 
44 
46 
25 
48 
Husband 
& Wife 
42 
47 
33 
36 
Other 
. .,... 
46 
36 
36 
33 
a The percentages do not add to 100 because some 
households used more than one outlet~ 
31. 
Reasons for influencing the choice of New Zealand table wine. 
Respondents were read a list of reasons which may influence which 
New Zealand table wine (still or sparkling) they would choose to 
buy. They were then shown a 7 point scale as follows: 
Very Quite Slightly Neither Slightly Quite Completely 
Important Important Important Unimportant Unimportant Unimportant 
1 2 3 5 7 
and asked to indicate the point on the scale which best described 
the importance of the reason~ 
32. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
A comparison of the frequencies of the responses indicated 
that previous experience with the wine was the most important 
reason. The name of the wine was considered to be the next 
most important reason. This was followed by the brand (bottlers) 
name, friend's advice, and reasonableness of the price t which were 
all considered to be of similar importance. The advice given by 
the shop assistant was the least important reason. (Ta"ole 22) 
Very 56 Important 
Quite 
Important 35 
Slightly 7 Important 
Neither 1 
Slightly 0 Unimportant 
Quite 0 Unimportant 
Completely 0 Unimportant 
100 
neasons Influencing Which New Zealand 
Table Wine is Purchased 
The Name 
of the 
Wine 
22 
31+ 
20 
9 
7 
5 
11, 
-..,..... 100 
~he Brand Price 
(Bottlers) is . 
tIame HeasOl':.able 
12 13 
36 33 
24 26 
'7 5 { 
5 9 
9 Q .; 
7 6 
150 '1 00 
Friend 
Recommended 
it 
6 
35 
32 
5 
9 
7 
6 
10C 
Shop 
Advice 
0 
/ 
?7 
24 
7 
10 
10 
'1 -, 
'-? 
100 
'Important' 98 76 72 71 '73 60 (1 +2+3) 
'Unimportant' 
'1 '16 22 24 ?? 33 (5+6+7) 
Number of Respondents - 246 
---=---... .......... _ ..... _ . ...-....--._.,_ .......... --..._ ..... 
.-
_ .... -...,...----_ .. - .. _ ..._ .. ....... -,-""-,-----~.-
---........ --~-
--
.... -~-.--->.-... , .... - ...... --,,-.-----
33. 
After the respondents had indicated the importance of the 
above reasons, they were asked if they considered anything else 
to be important when choosing which New Zealand wine to buy. 
Other reasons mentioned by small proportions of households 
included: 
'the taste' 
'the vintage' 
'the shape of the bottle' 
'the label on the bottle' 
'whether the wine was available' 
'the type of occasion the wine was being 
purchased for' 
Brand recall for New Zealand table wines. Of the 246 
households that used table wine 84 percent recalled at least 
one brand (bottlers) name for New Zealand table wines. (Table 23. 
See also Appendix III for recall of individual brand names.) 
TABLE 23 
Respondents Brand Recall for 
New Zealand Table \·jines 
Number of Brands Unprompted 
Recalled Recall 
% 
0 17 
1 24 
2 28 
3 18 
More than 3 
...1i 
100 
Number of Respondents = 246 
============ ==-.=.============ 
34 .. 
Households with sUPElies in the hous~. Sixty-six percent 
of those households that used still table wine had some in the 
house at the time they were interviewed. This compared with 
44 percent for households that used sparkling wine and 86 percent 
for households that used sherry. 
The proportions of households with still table wine in the 
house at the time of the interview varied with the different 
occupational groups, with the professional a~d managerial 
occupational groups having the largest proportion. (Table 24) 
TABLE 24 
Households with Still Table Wine 
in the House by Occupational Groups 
Households Professional Clerical Tradesmen Other 
with Still and Sales & and and 
Table Hine Managerial Service Labourers Retired 
% % 5'6 56 
Yes 78 63 55 60 
No 22 
.21 --!t2. 40 
100 100 100 100 
Number of 67 43 40 20 Respondents 
However there was no clear relationship between the 
proportions of households with supplies of sparkling wine and 
sherry, and the age characteristics of households using sparkling 
wine and sherry. 
35~ 
3.2 Quantities Purchased and Frequency of Purchasins 
~uantities purchased Eer years For households that had 
purchased home supplies of still table wine in the last 12 months 
(45 percent of all households), the average quantity purchased was 
estimated to be 12 litres per adult, while for households that had 
purchased home supplies of sparkling wine (52 percent of all 
households) the average quantity was estimated to be 5~ litres 
per adult. For those that had purchased home supplies of sherry~ 
the average quantity was estimated to be 9 litres per adult. 7 
For the majority of households, however, the per adult 
purchases were less than these average amounts. Only 27 percent of the 
households that purchased home supplies of still table wine had per 
adult purchases greater than the average, while for sparkling wine it 
was 25 percent and sherry 36 percent. Furthermore, half of the 
quantity of still table wine was purchased by 10 percent of those 
households that bought home supplies of still table wine 9 while for 
sparkling wine it was 13 percent and sherry 11 percent. (Table 25) 
TABLE 25 
Quantities of vline Purchased for Use at Home 
-
Household Still Table Sparkling Purchases/Adult 
(in last 12 months) Wine Wine 
litres ~; % 
0.1 2m5 35 53 
2.6 5.0 17 21 
5.1 - 10.0 18 15 
10.1 - 20.0 13 7 
20.1 
- 30.0 6 1 
over 30.0 11 3 
'1c55 100 
Number of Respondents 162 173 
-
. 
---~-----,,;... 
7The quantities of still table wine, sparkling wine 
purchased in the last 12 months per household were 
follows: 
and to 
Sherry 
% 
44 
15 
14 
7 
6 
4 
100 
185 
as 
the household the 
in the household 
For 14 households purchasing still table wine j 17 purchasing spark= 
ling wine and 13 purchasing sherry, respondents were either given 
wine by friends or were undecided about quantities usually purchased 
and/or frequency of purchasing. Hence these cases were excluded 
from the analysis. 
The average quantity of still table wine purchased, for use 
at home, in the last 12 months per adult in the Christchurch Urban 
Area was estimated to be 4.4 litres~8 For sparkling wine it was 
estimated at 2$4 litres and for sherry 4s 1 litres. This gives a 
total of 10@9 litres and when adjusted for all ages this 
represents 7~4 litres per personD This figure compares with the 
national figure (consumption at home and outside the home) of 
8.8 litres per capita. 
8The estimates were derived by calculating the sample 
means for the different occupational groups and then 
calculating the weighted average mean for all the 
groups. The sample means for the different groups 
were t"eighted according to the proportion of each 
group in the populationo 
37" 
Suantities purchased at a time. For still table wine most 
households purchased quart bottles with 17 percent purchasing 
carafes and two percent purchasing one gallon wine casks_ For 
sparkling wine virtualiy all households purchased quart bottles 
with only four percent purchasing magnums. However for sherry 
only 47 percent of households purchased quart bottles, with a 
larger proportion (59 percent) purchasing flagons. The majority 
of households tended to buy one or two bottles of the type.of 
wine at a time. (Table 26) 
(a) 
(b) 
.. TABLE 26 
Quantities of Wine Purchased. at a Time 
Suart ~ottles 
1 
2 
3 
4-6 
7-12 
More than 12 
Did not usually 
buy quarts 
Still Table 
Wine 
32 
28 
7 
11 
7 
2 
~. 
100 
CarafesLMasnumsL 
Flagons (excl. casks) 
1 11 
2 5 
Hore than 3 1 
Did not usually buy 
carafes/magnums/ 
flagons 
83 
100 
Number of Respondents 176 
Sparkling 
Wine 
% 
41 
35 
7 
9 
3 
0 
6 
100 
;2 
1 
1 
100 
190 
Sherry 
% 
27 
8 
9 
3 
1 
0 
~ 
100 
52 
3 
4 
41 
100 
196 
38. 
Frequency of purchases. Households were grouped into 
'light', 'medium' and 'heavy' users for each of the three 
product types (1. e. still table 'Nine~ sparkling wine and sherry) 
on the basis of the quantities they purchased in the last 12 months 
per adult in the householdo 
A 'light' user was a household that purchased 6.5 litres 
or less per adult (equivale~t to less than 10 quart bottles per 
adult). A 'medium' user was a household that purchased 6.5 to 
15 litres per adult (equivalent to 10 to 20 quart bottles per 
adult). A 'heavj' user was a household that purchased more than 
15 litres per adult (equivalent to more than 20 quart bottles per 
adult). 
Even households that were 'medium' or 'heavy' users of 
still table wine tended to purchase frequently} rather than on 
fewer occasions purchasing larger ql~anti ties. (Table 27) 
TABLE 27 
Frequency of Purchasing Still Table Wine 
Frequency 'Light' 'Hedium ' 'Heavy' Users Users Users 
% 96 % 
2 wks or less 0 13 56 
3 \'lks to 1 mth 10 42 26 
6 wks to 3 mths 39 23 18 
4 mths to 9 mths 36 23 0 
Longer than 9 mths 
....12 0 0 
100 100 100 
Number of 92 31 39 Respondents 
A similar pattern of purchasing existed for households 
purchasing sparkling wine. CTable 28) 
TABLE 28 
Frequency of Purchasing Sparkling Wine 
Frequency 'Light' 'Medium/Heavy' Users Users 
% % 
2 wks or less 0 29 
3 wks to 1 mth 10 43 
6 wks to 3 mths 35 21 
4 mths to 9 mths 34 7 
longer than 9 mths 21 0 
100 100 
Number of. Respondents 135 38 
The tendency to purchase frequently in small quantities was' 
even more pronounced for sherry purchases. (Table 29) 
TABLE 29 
Frequency of Purchasing Sherry 
Frequency 'Light i 'Medium' 'Heavy' Users Users Users 
% % % 
2 wks or less 0 7 77 
3 wks to 1 mth 6 62 17 
6 wks to 3 mths 25 24 7 
4 mths to 9 mths 42 4 0 
longer than 9 mths 28 2 0 
100 100 100 
Number of Respondents 110 45 30 
40. 
3Q3 Characteristics of 'Li5ht', 'Medium', and IHeavy' Users 
OccuEational and age characteristicso Of those households 
that purchased still table wine, there were larger proportions of 
'medium' and 'heavy' users in the professional and managerial and 
clerical~ sales and service groups than the other occupational 
groups. (Table 30) 
. 'J:ABLE 30 
Still Table Wine 'Users' by Occupational Group 
Users 
'Light 
'Medium! 
'Heavy' 
Number of 
Respondents 
Professional 
and 
l1anagerial 
% 
41 
28 
..21 
100 
65 
Clerical 
Sales & 
Service 
% 
60 
8 
32 
100 
40 
Tradesmen Other 
and and 
Labourers Retired 
% % 
70 79 
19 11 
11 10 
100 100 
37 19 
Also larger proportions of households in younger age groups 
were 'medium' and 'heavy' users of still table wine than those 
in the older age groups. CTable 31) 
TABLE 31 
Still. Table Wine 'Users' by Age Group 
Users Younger than 25-34 35-49 50-64 Older than 25 Years Years Years Years 64 Years 
% ;6 . % % % 
'Light' 43 41 62 71 73 
'Medium' 28 23 19 11 9 
'Heavy' 22- 36 -12. 18 18 
100 100 100 100 100 
Number of 14 44 64 28 11 Respondents 
Brand recall for_!.~ew Z_~l:~!}j_ wines. Larger proportions 
of respondents from households in the 'heavy' user group for 
still table wine were able to recall one or more brand names for 
New Zealand table wines~ compared with households in the 'light' 
and 'medium' user groups. (Table 32) 
TABLE 32 
Unprompted Brand Recall by Still Table \'Iline 'Users' 
...... _-
No. of Brands 'Light' User 'Hedium' User 'Heavy'User 
'}~ % % 
0 19 19 10 
1 21 16 15 
2 27 19 18 
3 or more 
-22. ..i5.. -5Q 
100 100 100 
Number of Respondents 92 31 39 
There was no clear relationship between quantities of 
sparkling wine purchased and respondents' brand recall. 
Taste preferences. Larger proportions of households in the 
'medium' and 'heavy' user groups for still table wine preferred 
medium-dry and dry table wines than the proportion in the 'light' 
user group. (Table 33) 
TABLE 33 
HOll-sehold Taste Preference for Still 
Table \vine by Still Table \vine 'Users' .• 
rraste 'Light' User 'Medium' User 
01 
10 % 
Sweet 22 13 
Medium-Dry 58 55 
Dry 12 32 
Undecided 8 0 
100 100 
Number of Respondents 91 31 
'Heavy' User .. 
'" iO 
8 
51 
41 
0 
100 
39 
42. 
In contrast there were no clear relation~hips between 
households' taste preferences for sparkling wine and sherry 
and the quantities they purchased. 
Use of wine for cooking. Larger proportions of households 
that were 'medium' and 'heavy' users of still table wine had 
used it for cooking compared with 'light' users. Similarly a 
larger proportion of 'heavy' users of sherr~ had used sherry 
for cooking compared with the proportions of 'medium' and 
'light' users. (~able 34) 
TABLE 34 
Use of Wine for Cooking by 'Users' 
Percentage of 
'Light' User 'Medium' User 'Heavy' User Households Using: 
% % oj ,0 
Still Table Wine 54 74 79 
Sherry. 53 55 73 
Quantities purchased and supplies in house. As would be 
expected larger proportions of households that were 'medium' 
and 'heavy' users compared with 'light' users of still table 
wine, sparkling wine and sherry had supplies in the house at 
the time of the interview. (Table 35) 
TABLE 35 
'Users' and Supplies in the House 
'Light' User 'Medium' User 'Heavy' User 
cIa 
• • /0 • • 
Still Table Wine 56 77 87 
Sparkling 'vline 37 71 
Sherry 82 93 97 
~he percentages are of the user category for the 
particular type of wine. For sparkling wine 'medium' 
and 'heavy' users were combined because of the small 
number of 'heavy' users. . 
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Retail outlets usedo Compared with the 'light' users of 
still table wine, larger .proportions of households in the 'medium' 
and 'heavy' user groups used wholesalers. In contrast a larger 
proportion of the 'light' users used wine shops. (Table 36) 
TABLE 36 
Retail Outlet Used and Still Table Wine 'Users' 
========================-=========-==================~===========-=== 
'Light' User 'Medium' User 'Heavy' User 
--., 
_______ ' ____________________ .. ___ ~M~p-----_.--------
Wholesaler 
Wine Shop 
Bottle Store 
Number of 
Respondents 
• • • 
~·o 
49 
23. 
92 
• .. %a 
61 
26 
19 
31 
• • • • 
64.< 
31 
23, .: 
39 
~he percentages do not total to 100 beca.use in some 
cases more than one retail outlet was used. 
There wer~ no clear relationships between the quantities 
of sparkling wine or sherry. purchased and the retail outlets 
used. 
3.4 Imported Table Wines 
Types of imported wines purchased. Of the households 
purchasing table wines 4(5 percent had purchased imported table 
wines, with 23 percent purchasing still white, 22 percent still 
red and 25 percent sparkling. 
44. 
Reasons for purchasing imported table wines.. When 
respondents were asked why an imported table wine was 
purchased rather than a New Zealand table wine, a number of 
reasons were given. The most common reason was the quality 
was superior. Other reasons are given in the table which 
followso (Table 37) 
TABLE 37 
Reasons for Purchasing Imported rather than 
, a New Zealand Table Wine 
'Superior quality' 
'Liked it from before' 
'Something different' 
'For a special occasion' 
'Memories of being overseas' 
'New Zealand range limited' 
'To impress people' 
'Attractive bottle' 
Other Reasons 
Number of Respondents = 112 
39 
15 
14 
9 
7 
6 
2 
2 
6 
100 
aTable wines include still table wine and sparkling 
wine. 
Occupational and a5e characteristics. Larger proportions 
of households in the professional and managerial and clerical 
service and sales groups purchased imported table wines 
compared with the other occupational groups. (Table 38) 
TABLE 38 
Purchasing Imported vline by Occupational Groups 
Professional Clerical Tradesmen Retired 
and Sales & and and 
Managerial Service Labourers Other 
% ~G % % 
Purchasers 58 50 38 25 
Non Purchasers ~ ..2Q 62 ..12 
-
100 100 100 100 
Number of 83 62 61 40 Respondents 
A larger proportion of households in the 25-34 year old age group 
purchased imported table wines compared with the other age groupe. 
(Table 39) 
TABLE 39 
Purchasing Imported 
Purchasers 
Non Purchasers 
Number of 
Respondents 
Younger than 
25 Years 
% 
44 
.2.§. 
100 
23 
Table 
25.,.34 
Years 
7:-
57 
43 
100 
Wine by Age Groups 
35-49 50-64 Older than 
Years Years 64 Years· 
96 % % 
45 42 28 
...22. ~ .~ 
100 100 100 
96 45 25 
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Larger proportions of households that were 'medium' and 
'heavy' users of still table wine purchased imported table wine 9 
compared with the 'light' users. (~able 40) 
TABLE 40 
Purchasing Imported TaQle Wine 
by Still Table Wine 'Users' 
Purchased Imported 
'Light' User 'Medium' Table 1rline 
~6 96 
Yes lf3 ?O 
No 
..2Z. 30 
100 100 
Number of Respondents 91 30 
User 'Heavy' User 
% 
74 
26 
100 
39 
Taste preferences. Larger proportions of those households 
that purchased imported table wine preferred dry table wine 
than households that only purchased Ne"J' Zealand table wines. 
(Table 41) 
Taste Preferences of Households 
Purchasing Imported Table Hine 
Still Table Wines 
Sweet 
Medium-Dry 
Dry 
Undecided 
Number of Respondents 
Sparkling 'vline 
Sweet 
Medium-Dry 
Dry 
Undecided 
Number of Respondents 
New Zealand 
and Imported 
9 
54 
35 
2 
100 
92 
9& 
26 
49 
21 
4 
100 
85 
New Zealand 
Only 
29 
56 
9 
100 
75 
76 
39 
48 
7 
~ 
100 
95 

CHAPTER 4 
ATTITUDES TOWARDS .iVINE 
401 Wine Outside the Home 
Resronses to the attitude statements. Respondents were 
shown a card with the following attitude statements: 
1. One should be able to buy wine by the glass at 
hotel bars. 
2. When havine a meal at a restaurant one should 
have \-line. 
3. When visiting a friend's house for dir.ner one 
should take a bottle of wine. 
4. Beer and spirits are quite adequate for so~ial 
occasions. ·,vine is E£i necessary. 
They were then shown a card with a five point scale as follows: 
Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Disagree Strongly Strongly 
I I 1 
1 2 3 4 5 
and asked to indicate the point on the scale which best 
described their feelings about each statement. 
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A comparison of the frequencies of the responses 
indicated there was greatest agre.ement with statement 1 and 
greatest disagre.ement with st.atement4.. For statement 2 
over half t:he respondents we.re is agreement and slightly 
less than half the respondents w~re in agreement with 
Statement 3. (Table 42) 
TABLE 42 
Wine Drinkers' Attitudes Towards Occasions 
for Drinking Wine Outside the Home 
1 • \vine at 2.,Wine at 3.Taking 4.Beer and 
Attitude Hotel Restaur- \Vihe to Spirits 
Bars ants Friends Adequate 
for Meal I'line not 
Ranking necessary 
~, n/ ,,' n.' /0 j':J ;e..' /) 
1 • Agree Strongly 31 20 8 -z ./ 
2. Agree 49 '+4 37 24 
3. Undecided 9 16 24 11 
4. Disagree 9 18 25 4'+ 
5. Disagree Strongly 2 2 5 18 
---,- .--. .. 
100 100 100 100 
'Agree' (1 +2) 81 64 45 27 
'Disagree' (4+5) 11 .. 20 32 62 
Number of Respondents = 268 
51~ 
Occul'atio~&_~~.~._.2!~.:.'?:!,a£_~t.i~~.. Respondents in the 
different occupation~l groups gave simi.lar responses to Statements 
1 and 2.. Ho,1fever a. larger proportion of respondents in the 
professional and managerial group agreed 1rtith Statement 3, and 
disa.greed wi th Statement 4 CTa.ble 43" Also see Appendix Y for 
further details). 
TABLE l(3 
Occupa.tional Che::racteristics of "-ano Drinkers' 
Responses to Attitude Statements 
Profes,~~on8.1 Cl(,rical Tradesmen Other 
and SCl.les 8c 2.nd anG. 
l'lanagerial Service Labourers Retired 
3.. Taking ~lille 
to Friend's 
for Heal 
4. Beer & Spirits 
Adequate. Wine 
not necessa.ry 
for Social 
Occasions 
'Agree' a 
I Di(:iagree' 
Number of Respondents 
76 .'"58 
a, Agreed' includes thof$e respondents that .~.greed strongly .. 
'Disagreet includes those respondence that c.isagreed 
strongly. 
28 
£:;'7 
.; , 
50 
A larger proportion of the under 25 year old group agreed 
that 1I1ine should be .c.V'ailable at hotel bars. For the other stHte-
menta, respondents in the younger age groups (under 50 years) 
had similar distribution of resporises.. In the older age groups 
(50 years and older) a larger proportion of respondents were 
undecided for ~ach statement. (See Appendix V) 
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Quantities of still table wine used9 Larger proportions of 
respondents in imedium' and 'heavyt user groups for still table 
wine agreed with Statements 1, 2 and 3 and predictably disagreed 
with Statement 4. (Table 44. Also see Appendix VI for further 
details) 
TABLE 44 
Still Table.Wine'Users t and Responses to Attitude Statements 
'Light' 'Medium' 'Heavy' 
User User User 
% % % 
1. Wine at Hotel Bars 'Agree' 79 84 87 
2 .. Wine at Restaurants 'Agree' 62 55 72 
3. Taking Wine to 
'Agree' 41 50 59 Friends 
4. Beer & Spirits 
Adequate .. Wine not 
'Disagree' 66 73 80 necessary for 
Social Occasions. 
Number of Respondents 92 31 39 
4 .. 2 Non Wine Drinkers' Attitudes 
Attitudes towards wine drinkers. Respondents from non-
wine drinking households were shown a card with seve·n attitude 
statements 9 and using a five point scale (as for wine drinkers~ 
see Section 4.,1), asked to indicate their feelings about each 
statement. The first three statements were about wine drinkers: 
1. Wine is a drink for the wealthy., 
2. Wine drinkers think they are sophisticated. 
3.. vline is a woman's drink. 
Only small proportions of respondents agreed strongly 
or agreed with any of these statements, with the largest 
.. 
proportions of respondents disagreeing strongly or disagreeing 
with statements 1 and 3. (Table 45) 
TABLE 45 
Non Wine Drinkers' Attitudes Towards Wine Drinkers 
Attitude 1. Wine is a 3. Hine is 2. \.,rine drinkers 
drink for a woman's think they 
the drinl~ are 
Ranking wealthy sophisticated 
% % % 
1. Agree Strongly 2 1 5 
20 Agree 17 17 22 
30 Undecided 15 16 22 
4 .. Disagree 52 52 45 
5. Disagree Strongly 
-.ll -1l -2. 
100 100 100 
"Disagree' (4+5) 66 65 52 
Number of Respondents = 84 
Attitudes about the ta~te of w~~~~ The fourth statement 
was: 
4. Wine has an unpleasant taste~ 
For this statement a slightly larger proportion of respondents 
were in agreement (44 percent) compared with those that 
disagreed (35 percent), with the rest undecidedp 
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At:Btudes about drinking w;t"l'l;e,c 
were about drinking wine: 
The last three statements 
5", There is a big enough ale©n.ol problem in New 
Zealand without encouraging ?eople to drink wine~ 
6", If a person wants to! drink wine he or she should 
drink it only when he or she eats food", 
70 Beer and spirits are quite adequate for social 
occasiO!ns", Wine is ~ necessary~ 
A comparison of the :f'requencie~:'d the resp©nses 
indicated that "there was greatest ag!"l?rement with Statement 5 
and greatest disagreement 'wi th Statement 7", For Statement 6 
similar proportions of respondents ag~eed and disagreed with it~ 
(Table 46) 
TABLE 46 
Non \V'ine Drinkers v Attitudes About Drinking Wine 
Atti tuo.e 
Ranking 
1 .. Agree Strongly 
2 .. Agree 
3", Undecided 
4 .. Disagree 
5~ Disagree Strongly 
o Agree I (1 +2 ) 
'Disagree! (4+5) 
5" Big Enough 
Problem 
without 
\..rine 
33 
24 
17 
24 
100 
57 
26 
6c lpJine 
with 
food 
only 
% 
8 
36 
21 
33 
2 
100 
44 
35 
Number of Respondents = 84 
7., Beer a.nd 
Spirits 
Adequate .. 
Wine not 
necessary 
% 
6 
27 
17 
45 
-2 
100 
33 
50 
7 57; 
4.3 Reasons for not Drinking Wine 
Reasons given for drinking one type of wine but not others. 
The most common reason given by respondents was that of not liking 
the taste of other types. Other reasons given by small numbers 
of respondents included: 
'preferred other types of wine' 
'not big drinkers' 
'never tried it' 
'too costly' 
'bottles too big' 
'no occasion' 
Reasons given by non-wine drinkers. Respondents gave a 
variety of reasons for their household not using any wine in the 
last twelve months (Table 47) 
TABLE 47 
Reasons Given by Non-Wine Drinkers 
for Not Drinking Wine 
Reason 
'don't like it' 
'never have alcohol' 
'not interested' 
'religious reasons' 
'never tried it' 
'too expensive' 
'can't afford it' 
'other' 
Number of Respondents = 84 
% 
32 
14 
13 
12 
7 
6 
5 
11 
100 
55. 

CHAPTER 5 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE NE\-J ZEALAND WINE INDUSTRY 
The main purpose of this study was to describe current 
wine consumption and purchasing patterns and attitudes towards 
the acceptance of wine. Despite the descriptive nature of the 
study, however, some implications can be drawn from the results 
for the New Zealand Wine Industry.9 
First, soma comments are made about acceptance of wine as 
part of the New Zealand way of life and then implications of the 
survey are drawn for different sectors of the industry_ 
5.1 Acceptance of Wine 
With 76 percent of all households having served wine at 
home in the last year~ compared with 74 percent for beer, and 
63 percent for spirits, a favourable general acceptance of wine 
was demonstrated (Figure 2)D For still table wine, greater 
acceptance was demonstrated by the younger and professional and 
managerial households and for sherry by older households 
(Tables 11, 12). The study did not reveal similar age or 
occupation stratification for sparkling 1.-line .. 
SUbstantial proportions of those ,,,ho consumed wine at home 
also had consumed it outside their home (Figure 3), ,,,i th the r:laLl 
situations being at a friend's home, restaurants, or on social 
occasions (Table 16). Further acceptance was demonstrated by 
wine drinkers' attitudes towards occasions for drinking wine. 
The majority agreed that wine should be available by the glass 
at hotel bars~ and large proportions agreed that wine should be 
available with meals when eating out at restaurants. In addition 
many thought that if beer and spirits were to be available at 
social occasions, so should wine (Table 42). 
9Caution is necessary when drawing national implications 
from a survey of one city.. Apart from greater availability 
of imported wine, however, Christchurch ~an be considered 
as a model for national trends. 
For non-wine drinkers, the majority demonstrated 
favourable attitudes towards wine drinkers (Table 45). 
While concern was expressed abour wine being associated 
with the alcohol problem, attitudes were relaxed about 
drinking wine with food. Also ha1f·of.the non-wine drinkers 
indicated that if beer and spirits should be a.ai1ab1e at 
social occasions, so should wine (Table 46). 
While the study demonstrated favourable attitudes 
towards wine for all sectors of the community, and produced 
evidence of wine consumption becoming par~ of the New Zealand 
way ot life, wine is still in a 'marketing take·-off' situation. 
This is evident when the 1975/76 New Zealand per capita 
consumption figure of 8.8 1itres is compared with the 1975 
Australian figure of 12.5 1itres;10 since the two countries 
have similar life styles, it could be expected 'that New 
Zealand per capita consumption will continue to increase. 
Further implications of t~e survey results are ~ow 
drawn for the wine indus~ry, which is divided into five 
sectors:-
... Grape growers 
.. "Nine mR.kers 
Merchants (wholesalers) 
Vine shops (resel1erS) 
Caterers 
5.2 Grape Growers 
Grape growers can feel co.nfident of a steady and 
inoreasing demand for their final product.' Further, the 
younger age profile for still table wi'ne indicates the 
trend in demand to~."ards quality grapes will continue 
('rab1e 12). 
10 Bureau of Agricultural Economies, 1976. Taxation 
Measurasand the Australian Wine and Grape Industry, 
Occasional Paper No. 40. Canberra. 
Attention is drawn to the price paid for grapes.. While 
at present the price of a bottle of wine does not appear to be 
the most important consideration when buying wine (Table 22), 
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it is important that higher grape prices do not lead to overall 
price increases up to the point where price becomes a deterrent 
to increasing consumption. Higher prices for domestic wine may 
also lead to a substitution of imported table wines for quality 
New Zealand table wines. This danger is highlighted by the data 
in Table 379 where the most important reason for buying overseas 
wine was ' superior quality". 
5.3 Wine Makers 
The evidence of increasing demand for wine (see previous 
section), especially for quality stil~ table wine, also has 
favourable implications for the expansion of the wine making 
industry" 
Attention is drawn to the pressure on wine makers' costs 
which may lead to an increase in the consumer price for wine, 
especially for quality still table wines~ If increases in 
production and marketing costs are una,roidable, wine makers 
should attempt to reduce distribution costs and retail markups 
rather than pass the total cost increase on to the price of the 
11 final product. In addition, attention could be directed at 
the sales tax on wine to ensure any changes favour quality 
table wines. 12 
A favourable level of recognition of wine companies is 
demonstrated in Table 44 with the majority of respondents being 
able to recall at least one brand name and over one third 
recalling three or more. 
11If the present fixed percentage mark-ups are 
maintained 9 with their constant multiplier effect of 
2.3 on the ex winery price, the possibility of wine 
pricing itself out of the general market is evident. 
12 
. The present sales tax on wine is 20% on the wholesale 
price of wine.. Thus quality wine \I,i th a wholesale price 
of $3 would have twice the sales tax of a wine with a 
wholesale price of $1~50. 
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Table 22 emphasises the importance of the name of the 
wine (e Q go grape variety) ,,,hen buying, indicating the 
importance of name when promoting. 
The study I)TOvides initial evidence for developing 
separate consumer profiles for light, medium and heavy users 
of the still ta'ble "'line, spark.ling w:i.ne and sherry~ (An 
example is given in Table 48.) 
TABLE 48 
Consumer Profile of Heavy Users of Still Table vline 
--==.-.,--._--'::- _.'-.. .- --- ---:::.-===*=============== 
(i) GeograEhi~ Location - not investigated 
(ii) D~mographi:.2. Ch8;.,racterisi,ics 
Age - younger age groups (Table 31) 
Stage in Life - younger people flatting, 
young married couples 
(suggested from age characteristics 
but fUI'ther investigation required) 
Sex - not investigated 
Race - not investigated 
Family size - not investigated 
(iii) Socio Economic Characteristics 
Occupation - Professional and Hanagerial (Table 30) 
Income - not investigated 
Bducation - not investigated" ho,,,ever professional and 
managerial occupa.tioTi implies higher level .. 
Social Class - not investigated 
(iv) Product Related Characteristics 
----_ .. - .. - .. _._. .. ...... -
Retail Outlet Used - wholesalers 
Frequency of Purchases - at least every month (Table 27) 
Quantities Purchased - less than ~ dozen bottles 
(usually 2 - 4) (Table 26) 
Brand Loyalty - not investigated 
Taste Preference - medium-dry, dry (Table 33) 
Other Uses - used for cooking (Table 34) 
Supplies in House - Yes (Table 35) 
(v) Psychol.<lEical. and. _~fe Style Charact~;,~stics 
Favourable attitudes towards situations for drinking wine 
outside the home (Table 44) 
(Huch scope for further research in this area) 
Further development of such profiles \.Jill allow wine 
companies to identify more clearly target: market segments, and 
hence allot" for the more efficient planning and execution of 
1'" their marketing progra.mmes. ;; 
5~4 Merc~~nt~ (W?ol~alers-L 
The legal requirement of a two gallon minimum total 
wholesale purchase does not appear to deter consumers buying 
wine from wholesalers. Forty-five percent of the households 
in the survey usually bought their wine from wholesalers, 
compared with 40 percent from wine shops and 26 percent 
from hotel bottle stores (Section 3.1)014 Surprisingly, 
only a small proportion of those buying wine bought it in 
wholesale quantities (Table 26), with the wholesalers two 
gallon minimum usually being made up with beer and spirits. 
When ana.lysing outlets selected by rate of usage, 
64 percent of heavy 'users' of still table wine went to 
lo1holesalers as did 61 percent of medium 'users .. ' For light 
~sers'only 40 percent purchased from wholesalers (Table 36). 
There was no evidence of 'cellar-stocking' based on large 
half-yearly or annual purchases as th e mos"1; common purchasing 
frequency for medium and heavy users was monthly (Table 28). 
13Most i'1arketing Management texts provide an introduction 
to market segmentation e.g. P. Kotler, 1976, Marketing 
!ian~~~ Analxsis .,Elanning Cont!,o].. Prentice Hall 
3rd edt Chp 7~ For a more detailed reference see 
1l1-
R .E~ Frank, W.F. Massy, and Y. ~lindt 1972, Market 
Se€j111entation, Prentice Hall. 
The percentages do not total 100 because 10 percent 
of households purchased at more than one outlet 
(eight percent used both wine shops and wholesalers). 
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The overriding influence for buying at a wholesaler was 
price (63 percent 9 Table 20) 1I 'wi th convenience second 
(23 percent}. Convenience is a combination of factors such as 
availability of all products coupled with location and speed 
of service)o Also a larger proportion of males (husbands) 
tend to purchase from the wholesaler (Table 21) indicating the 
wholesaler appeals to the iprice-conscious malev~ If the 
wholesalers wish to further improve their share, they will need 
to attract the joint purcha~es of husband and wife, which at 
present has a share of 42 percent against the wine shops' 
47 percent (Table 21)~ 
5~5 Wine ShoEffi (ResellersL 
If it were not for wives purchasings_ both individually 
and with their husbands~ the Wine Shops would have an even 
smaller market shareo The fact that most wine purchases 
were made in non~wholesale quantities (Table 26)9 and yet 
whol&salers secure 45% of the traffic~ highlights a serious 
problem for wine resellers, indicating that resellers are not 
sharing in the growing volumeo To assess their success it 
will be necessary for resellers not to evaluate their 
performance by cash turnover~ but rather by volume records 9 or 
better still by the more sophisticated mea~ure of market share. 15 
Wine shops will need to make a conscious effort to 
recover purchases from the 'price=conscio1.1s i male purchaser .. 
The current price differential with whole~ale outlets is 
significant, so a cut in percentage mark=up is indicated .. 
15With the growing number of licensed restaurants and 
clubs~ resellers 'total market share i must be expected 
to declineo However~ the important measure for 
resellers is the trend in wholesalers' sales to 
individuals compared to their more orthodox function 
of supplying the hotel and rasellar trade .. 
Unlike many classes of retailers~ wine shops~ retail prices 
have doubled in the three year period 1973 to 1976~ With 
this doubling of the cash margin per bottle:: and the great 
increase in volume as wine becomes a f mass selling' item, 
increased gross margin should have more than offset rising 
costs. As there are distinct possibilities of wine becoming a 
'supermarket item' within the next decade, as it is in most 
affluent countrie5~ it will be vital for the resellers to 
adjust both their operation and margins 50 that they do not 
suffer the fate cf the neighbourhood independent grocer~16 
5~6 --faterers (Restaurant~ 
As indicated in Section 5.1. wine is in a strong position 
in terms of both acceptance and consumption outside the home. 
For meals at restaurants 9 still table wine (49 percent of 
wine drinkers) came ahead of sparkling wine (4 percent of 
wine drinkers)r but for celebrations the position was 
reversed (Table 16). When catering for these occasions 
therefore, consideration should be given to making both sparkling 
and still table wines availablen 
With the majority of respondents (especially those 'under 
25 years) agreeing that wine should be available by the e;lass 
at hotel bars (Table 42 and Appendix IV), this appears a key 
, 
area where wine (especially sparkling) could compete directly 
with beer~ spirits and cocktails~ Wine also appears to be 
developing a favourable relationship with the consumptio~ of 
food outside the home (Table 42)~ This is particularly apparent 
with the younger age groups (Section 4 .. 1 and Appendix :VI'), . 
indicating an increasing market and hence marketing opportunity 
in this area. 
----._._-------,------
16 As this publication will reach a wide distribution 
outside the trade it has been decided not to spe~ify 
mark-ups for the different levels in the trade. 
Any publicised figures are likely to be outdated' 
because the makers currently are making commendable 
efforts to rationalise distribution margins.. ' 
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APPENDIX I 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
WINE SURVEY 
Good morning/afternoon/evening: 
Lam from the Lincoln College Marketing Department. We are doing a study of Wine Consumption 
in New Zealand.. I wonder if you could help us by answering a few questions. 
(ENSURE YOU ARE SPEAKING TO AN ADULT. ) 
1. a. Does your houseshold ever use alcoho1k beverages? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) IF YES GO TO Q.1b, IF NO GO TO Q •. 6. 
b. What types of alcoholic beverages has your household used in the last 12 months? 
(PROMPT FOR USE OF WINE) 
rODING 
Spirits ( ), Beer ( ), Wine ( ), Other ____ ~ ________ ~ __ _,..._-_---_ -j. ___ _ 
2. 
c. Which of these do you use mostly? Spirits ( ), Beer ( ), Wine ( ), Other --:::-:-::c-----
IF HOUSEHOLD USED WINE(ANSWER TO Q.1.!V. GO TO Q.1d, OTHERWISE GO TO Q. 6. 
d. Who in your household usually decides what wine to buy? Hsbd( ), Wife ( ), 
O;;;-wn-Up Chldn( ), S.Male(--),-S.Female( ),Other _______ "_ _______ _ 
e. And ~ in your household usually ~. the wine? Hsbd( ), Wife ( ), 
Grown-up Chldn( ), S. Male( ), S. Female( ), Other -:-_______ -:::-:::-:==-=_=_=-=--=--
ASK TO SPEAK TO THE PERSON(S) WHO EITHER DECIDES OR MAKES THE PURCHASE S 
IF THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE POLITELY END THE INTERVIEW, ASKING FOR A SUITABLE 
CALL BACK TIME. 
f. Wher'l do you usually hl!y your wine? 
Wholesaler( ), Wine Shop( ), Hotel Bottle Store( ), Other ____________ _ 
1£hy do you buy there? g. 
h. Whjch ty~ of wine has your household used in the last 12 months: White Still Table Wine( 
Red Still Table Wine( ), Sparkling Wine( ), Sherry( ), Port/Muscatel/Madeira( ). 
Other types of wines e.g. Vermouth, Aperitifs ( )? 
I am now going to ask you about the wine you buy for use at homll. 
a. HOUSEHOLDS WHO USED STILL TABLE WINE IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS. 
(i) How often does your household usually buy still table wines to be used at home? 
__ days __ weeks __ months, Don't know ( ). 
(ii) What quantities do you usually buy at a time? (PROMPT FOR BOTTLE SIZES). 
__ pints, __ quarts, __ carafe/flagon, __ 1 gIn wine casks, Don't know( 
liii) Do you have any still table wine in the house now? Yes( ), No( ). 
(iv) Does your household prefer: sweet( ), medium-dry( ) o·r dry( ) still table wines? 
Undecided ( ). 
b. HOUSEHOLDS WHO USED SPARKLING WINE IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS. 
(i) ~ow often does your household usually buy sparkling wines to be used at home? 
__ days, __ weeks, __ months, Don't know ( ). 
(ii) :What quantities do you usually but at a time? (PROMPT FOR BOTTLE SIZES). 
__ pints, __ quarts, __ magnums, Don't know ( ). 
(iii) Do you have any sparkling wine in the house now? Yes ( ), No ( ). 
(iv) Does your household prefer!sweet( ), medium-dry( ), or dry( ) sparkling wines? 
Undecided( ). 
c. HOUSEHOLDS WHO USED SHERRY IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS. 
(i) How often does your household usually buy sherry to be used at home? 
__ days, __ weeks, __ months, Don't know( ). 
(ii) What quantities do you usually buy at a time? (PROMPT FOR BOTTLE SIZES) 
__ pints, __ quarts, __ carafe/flagon, Don't know ( ). 
(iii) Do you have any sherry in the house now? Yes ( ), No( ). 
(iv) Does your household prefer:sweet ( ), medium-dry( ) or dry( ) sherry? Undecided( 
IF HOUSEHOLD USED TABLE WINE(STILL OR SPARKLING) IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS, 
GO 1'0 Q. 3, OTHERWISE GO TO Q. 4. 
), 
). 
). 
3:-' I would now like to ask you about how )!:ou choose which New Zealand table wine to buy. 
a. First of all, can you tell me the brand(bottlers) name!, of any New Zealand table wineswhich 
you have bought recently? 
RECORD SEQUENCE OF UNPROMPTED RECALL(i. e. 1,2 .••• ) ENTER pfor PROMPTED 
ANSWERS. Babich( ), Cooks( ), Corbans( ), Delegat( ), Glenvale( ), 
Matua Valley( ), Montana( ), McWilliams ( ), Nobilos( ); Pleasant Valley( ),Mazuran( ), 
Seppelts ( ), Villa Maria( ),Waiherere( ), Others 
b. I am now going to read you a ljst of reason!, which may influence which New Zealand table 
win~ ~ou choose to buy. Using thisscale(SHOW SCALE A) please indicate how important 
you think they are. 
(i) The Brand/ (ii)The name of (iii) The Advice (iv) Because a (v) Because you (vi) Because the 
Bottlers Name the Wine given by the friend liked it from price is 
Shop Asst. recomend- before. reasonable 
ed it. 
c. Is there anything else you consider to be important? 
No ( ) or 
d. Do you ever buy ?verseas table wines? Yes ( ), No( ), IF YES GO TO Q. 3e. IF NO GO TO Q. 4. 
e. What types do you buy: Still White Table Wines? ( ), Still Red Table Wines? ( ), 
or Sparkling Wines? ( ). 
f. \y"hy do you purchase o~s table wines rather than New Zealand table wines? 
-. 
69. 
• 
70. 
CODING 
'--4~o-ul~d~n-o--w-I-ik-e-t-o-a--sk--·s-o-m-e-qu~8tion s about use of wine at hom~. 
INTERVIEWERS TO ASK EITHER/OR FOR a, b AND c. 
a. EITHERlF HOUSEHOLD USED STILL TABLE WINE IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 
(i) '!\Then do you usually drink still table wine at home? Daytime socially( ), 
Evening socially( ), Before meals( ), During meals( ), After meals( ), 
Other _____________________________ :--_~-~~:__----------
(ii) !fow often is it usually served? __ days, __ weeks, __ months, Never ( ). 
(iii) Who usually decides when it will be served? Hsbd( ), Wife( ), 
Grown-up Chldn( ), S.Male( ), S.Female( ), Other __________________ ----
(iv) Does your household ever use table wine for~? Yes ( ), No ,( ) • 
.QB.,IF HOUSEHOLD HASN'T USED STILL TABLE WINE IN LAST 12 MONTHS. 
S.Till .• (v) Why has your household not used ... table wme m the last 12 months? 
b. EITHER,IF HOUSEHOLD USED SPARKLING WINE IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 
(i) When do you usually d~ink Sparkling wine at home? Daytime socially( ), 
Evening socially( ), Before meals( ), During meals( ), After meals( ), 
Other,--______ :--____ :--___ -:-_____ -:-_______ ~-~---~---------------
(ii) How often is it usually served? __ days, __ weeks, __ months, Never( ). 
(iii) Who usually .9-ecides when it will be served? Hsbd( ), Wife ( ), 
Grown-up Chldn( ), S.Male( ), S. Female( ), Other ____________________ __ 
QE" IF HOUSEHOLD HASN'T USED SPARKLING WINE IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 
(iv) Why has your household not used sparkling wine in the last 12 months? 
c. EITHER, IF HOUSEHOLD USED SHERRY IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 
(i) ~he_" do you usually drink sherry at home? Daytime socially( ), Evening socially( ), 
Before meals( ), During meals( ), After meals ( ), Other :--____ --:-:--________ _ 
(ii) !:low often is it usually served? __ days, ___ weeks, __ months, Never ( ). 
(iii) \Y.h9 usually decides when it will be served? Hsbd( ), Wife ( ), Grown-up Chdn( ), 
S. Male( ), S. Female( ), Other _______________ -'--:-___,_-------------
(iv) Does your household ever use sherry for cookiI,!g? Yes ( ), No'( ). 
OR, IF HOUSEHOLD HASN'T USED SHERRY IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 
(v) Why has your household not used sherry in the last 12 months? 
5. Now I would like to ask some questions about your drinking of wine outside your home. 
a. Where do you usually consum~T~1:'able wine outside your home? Never( ),_ 
Socially at bar( ), Restaurant( ), Socially at Friend's house( ), Celebrations( ), 
Parties( ), Receptions( ),Other ___________ -=---__________________ _ 
b. y'vhere do you usually consume sparkling wine outside your home? Hever ( ), 
Socially at bar( ), Restaurant( ), Socially at friend's house( ), Celebrations ( ), 
Parties( ), Receptions( ), Other __________ _ 
c. Where do you usually consume s.!:l&J,:u outside your home? Never( ), 
Socially at bar( ), Restaurant( ), Socially at friend's house( ), Celebrations ( ), 
Parties ( ), Receptions( ), Other ___________________________ _ 
d. Here is a list of statements (SHOW CARD A). The statements are about drinking wine outside 
your home. Please read each statement carefully, and using this scale(SHOW SCALE A ) tell 
me how much you agree or disagree with each statement. (i) __ (ii) __ (iii) __ (iv) __ _ 
GOTOQ.7. 
6. NON-WINE DRINKING HOUSEHOLDS ONLY. 
a. Why has your household not used wine in the last 12 months? 
b. 
c. 
Here is a list of statemeJlts (SHOW CARD B). The statements are about wine drihkers 
and drinking wine. Please read each statement carefully, and using this scale (SHOW SCALE B) 
tell me how much you aliree or disaliree with each statement. 
(i) __ , (ii) __ , (iii) __ , (iv) __ , (v) __ , (vi) __ , (vii) __ • 
What is your position in the household? 
-=-___ =Husband( ). Wife ( ), S. Male ( ), S. Female ( ), Other 
How many people Iiy", in your house? number 7, a. 
b. How many people are over 18 years? number 
c. How many people go to :;VEl< ? nur:dper 
d. What i£1.1.s do they do? (PROMPT FOR POSITION IN HOUSEHOLD, FULLTIME~ 30 hrs, 
PART TIME -< 30 hrs). ' 
Job ___________ Position in house:-__________ Part-time..-.------
cob Position in house"--__________ Part-time.e ______ _ 
Job Position in house Part-tim""---:--:-:--:----:-_:-
e. W'hich age group do you belong to: Younger than 25? ( ), 25-34? ( ), 35-49? ( ), 50-64? ( ). 
Older than 64? ( ). 
--
Respondent's address Phone No. of respondent _ 
Time interview completed date Aug 1976 Interviewer's signature _____ __ _ 
:t'. B. (i) ... TH ANK ~_~:t:<?!::IE.:I;;.!'l!. _______ (~~LC_H~c:_I5_ .'\~~ T}i~5~~rESTIONS HAy EBEENASKED. _ -
Suburb 
---
Addington 
Avonhead 
Beckenham 
Bishopdale 
Bryndwr 
Burnside 
Cashmere 
Fendalton 
Rei Hei 
Hoen Hay 
Hornby 
Ilam 
Merivale 
Oaklands 
Papanui 
Mairehau 
Riccarton (Lower) 
Riccarton (Upper) 
Richmond. 
St .. Albans 
Sockburn 
Somerfield 
Spreydon 
Other Suburbs 
APPENDIX II 
SAHPLE DETAILS ,-
Howard St", 
Rosedale St" 
Southhampton Sto 
Breen,s Rd.o 
Kilbur."ne Sto 
Ambleside Dr., 
Kidson Teeo 
1ft/eka St" 
Taurima St" 
Victors Roo 
Blankney St" 
Hami,l ton A 'iTa '" 
Glissold. St" 
Ensign St .. 
\rlatford Sto 
Kensington Ave", 
Elizabeth St" 
Hanrahan St~ 
Stapeltons Rei" 
Ca.non Sto 
Gladson Ave., 
Aylmer Sto 
Stourbridge Sto 
Numb e r,;,. of 
Households. 
Interviewed 
16 
15 
16 
15 
10 
16 
16 
'15 
15 
15 
22 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 
16 
15 
15 
16 
16 
13 
16 
2 
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APPENDIX III 
Brand Recall for New Zealand Table Wine 
By Purchasers of Table \\Tine 
_ ......... - - -.,. 
Top of Total Recall Total R.ecall 
Head Unprompted Promptedb 
o/a /0 
Babich 0.,0 204 1 .. 6 
Cooks 10,,8 22,,5 10,,4 
Corbans 26 .. 7 49,,8 12 .. 4 
Delegat 1,,6 5 .. 6 1",6 
Glenvale 2,,8 9~2 11,,6 
Matua Valley 0,,0 0 0 8 1,,2 
Mazuran 0 .. 0 0,,0 1",6 
Montana 1605 31.,3 21,,3 
McWilliams 17 .. 7 45~8 1503 
Nobilos 008 302 5 .. 6 
Penfolds 0~8 608 1,,2 
Pleasant Valley 0,,0 2,,0 2,,8 
Seppelts 0,,0 1,,2 204 
Villa Maria 3 .. 2 1200 16,,1 
Waiherere 2 .. 4 8,,Lt 702 
Other Brands 0.,8 404 0.,8 
~he percentages are of those 246 households 
purchasing table wine~' 
bprompted recall is when the interviewer read 
out the brand names which were not recalled 
unprompted" 
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APPENDIX IV 
Taste Preferences for Sparkling vline and Sherry 
by Occupational and Age Groups 
....... __ :wc. 
Occupation 
Professional 
and 
Managerial 
Clerical Tradesmen Other 
Sales & and and 
Service Labourers Retired 
------~--------~~------~~ % % % % 
Taste Preference 
for Sparkling Wine 
Sweet 30 34 38 32 
Medium Dry 52 39 53 50 
Dry 14 20 9 9 
Undecided 4 8 0 
-2 
100 100 100 100 
Number of Respondents 66 49 47 22 
Taste Preference 
for Sherry 
Sweet 23 45 49 41 
Medium Dry 58 37 44 52 
Dry 17 16 8 7 
Undecided 2 2 0 0 
'tOO 100 100 100 
Number of Respondents 64 49 39 42 
(b) Age Younger than 25-34 35-49 50-64 Older than 25 Years Years Years Years 64 Years 
Taste Preference % % % % % 
for Sparkling Wine 
Sweet 32 31 38 30 33 
Medium Dry 53 47 47 49 50 
Dry 11 16 13 12 17 
Undecided 
-2. 6 -2. -2. 0 
100 100 100 100 100 
Number of Respondents 19 49 72 33 12 
Taste Preference 
for Sherry 
Sweet 36 31 44 32 40 
Medium Dry 36 46 49 49 54 
Dry 18 21 7 20 7 
Undecided 
-2. ---2. 0 0 0 
100 100 100 100 100 
Number of Respondents 11 39 75 41 28 
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APPENDIX V 
Occupational and Age Characteristics of Wine Drinkers' 
Responses to Attitude Statements 
Occupation 
Professional 
and 
Managerial 
19 Wine at Hotel Bars 
IAgree ia 
Undecided 
'Disagree' 
20 Wine at Restaurants 
'Agree
' 
Undecided 
'Disagree' 
3~ Taking Wine to a 
Friend's for Meal 
'Agree' 
Undecided 
'Disagree! 
40 Beer and Spirits 
are Adequate" 
Wine ~ Necessary 
'Agree' 
Undecided 
'Disagree' 
Number of Respondents 
% 
83 
10 
.--2.. 
100 
62 
17 
21 
100 
55 
22 
23 
100 
15 
9 
~ 76 
100 
Clerical 
Sales & 
Service 
79 
11 
-11 
100 
65 
14 
100 
44 
2"/ 
100 
35 
'/2 
52 
100 
66 
Tradesmen 
and 
Labourers 
82 
6 
--11 
100 
71 
18 
--11 
100 
44 
25 
..2.1 
100 
36 
7 
~ 
100 
61 
Other 
and 
Retired 
% 
78 
4 
18 
100 
56 
16 
28 
100 
28 
32 
40 
100 
25 
18 
57 
100 
50 
a'Agree i includes those respondents that agreed strongly~ 
'Disagree' includes those respondents that disagreed 
strongly .. 
(Uo 
APPENDIX V (cont~d) 
~---- -'" ~ .. 
(b) Age Younger than 25-34 35-49 50-64 Older than 25 Years Years Years Years 64 Years 
% % % %' % 
1 " Wine at Hotel Bars 
'Agree~ 92 77 '78 73 81 
Undecided 4 13 10 4 6 
'Disagree 4 
-1.Q. ....11 ..12. ....12. 
100 100 100 100 100 
20 Wine at Restaurants 
'Agree' 71 67 65 73 50 
Undecided 13 16 14 17 22 
'Disagree' 
_.:L? 16 21 
-12 28 
100 100 "jOO 100 100 
3. Taking Wine to 
Friend's for Meal 
'Agree' 68 52 53 33 13 
Undecided 21 23 19 27 41 
'Disagree' 21 22- 28 40 41 
100 100 100 100 100 
4" Beer and Spirits 
are Adequate" 
Wine B£! Necessary 
'Agree' 29 17 34 25 26 
Undecided 8 10 10 10 23 
'Disagree' 
-22 .73 ..2£ 65 _51 
100 100 100 100 100 
Number of Respondents 24 59 94 52 31 
... -
APPENDIX VI 
Still Table Wine 'Users' and Responses 
to Attitude Statements 
'Light' 'Medium' 'Heavy' 
User User User 
% % % 
1. Wine at Hotel Bars 
, Agree' 79 84 87 
Undecided 7 13 5 
'Disagree' 1 L} 
-2. 8 
100 100 100 
2 .. Wine at Restaurants 
'Agree' 62 55 72 
Undecided 16 23 13 
'Disagree' 22 23 
.-12 
-
100 100 100 
30 Taking Wine to 
Friend's for Meal 
.'Agree' 41 50 59 
Undecided 27 17 18 
'Disagree' 32 33 23 
100 100 100 
4" ~eer and Spirits 
are Adequate. 
Wine ~ Necessary 
, Agree' 26 17 16 
Undecided 8 10 5 
'Disagree' 66 
...7l. 80 
100 100 100 
Number of Respondents 91 30 38 

-APPENDIX VII 
Estimated Consumption of Alcoholic 
Beverages in New Zealand 
"Set out below are the estimates of consumption of beer9 
wines and spiritsQ The statistics are based on estimates of 
production~ plus imports? less exportsa Appropriate 
adjustments are made for changes in stocks held in bond and 
elsewhere and for storage losses and wastageg No account has 
been taken of home produced beverages~1I 
Total Consumption Consumption per Head Calendar of Mean Population 
Year i 
Beer \Vine Spirits Beer \Vine Spiri ts 
-----
-:-::'0 ___ . ~._,,_o ____ 
'-:--- ---_.-litres litres proof litreE litres litres proof lit-res 
(million) (million (million) 
1955 211 .. 5 3 .. 6 6.3 a 98 .. 9 1,,7 2,,9 a 
1966 28802 8~6 5.7 '107 .. 4 3 .. 2 2 .. 1 
1967 300.4 10 .. 0 5,,3 110 .. 2 3 .. 7 2 .. 0 
1968 304 .. 5 11..5 4 .. 7 110.,6 4,,2 1..7 
1969 309 .. 4 13 .. 6 5 .. 0 11103 4.9 1 .. 8 
1970 329,,2 15 .. 9 5 .. 4 116,,8 5 .. 6 1 .. 9 
1971 347 .. 4 19 .. 6 5.8 121.3 6.,8 2",0 
1972 35302 22.1 b I 6.3 121 .. 1 7",6b 2,,2 
25~6b I, 8 .. 7b 1973 372G9 , 7 .. 7 125 .. 2 2 .. 6 
1974 384.0 2705 b 9 .. 0 126,,1 9 .. 1 b 2G9 
1975 Lj·13.2 26.3 b ; 9~6 133,,9 8~6b 3 s 1 
1976 402.3 b ; b 
---_ .... - _ ~o __ L_ 1 ° ~~---J_- 129 :~.J_ .. _ .. ~~.~_ .. ,_ ~=";r~=~,::~,,~,~-
--------...... ---.-... ~---.---. -~--....... --....... ........ -.' .... 
a·- . ~~tres, not proof litres 
b Year ended June 
Source: Dept. of Statistics. ~2n~~ Abs~ract.. July 1977" p.4 
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